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Bcm20702a0 driver windows 7 hp

Some Windows users suddenly get a bcm207022A0 driver error, which signals that the drivers for this device are not installed because there are no compatible drivers. However, the vast majority of affected users report that the same device is normally used to work on the same configuration. Bluetooth Driver Error bcm20702a0 driver error If you see this error in Windows 10, start by running the Windows
Bluetooth troubleshooter and see if it manages to fix your problem. If the utility cannot find anything wrong with the current Bluetooth configuration and you are using an HP laptop, install the Broadcom Bluetooth driver package. However, you should also test to see if corruption is responsible for this behavior – try to reinstall the entire Bluetooth package with each USB controller. However, if the problem is
due to an operating system file, you will not resolve this problem unless you perform a clean installation or repair installation procedure. If you experience this problem in Windows 10, when you run the Bluetooth troubleshooter, you should start by seeing that you cannot solve the problem automatically by running the Bluetooth troubleshooter. If you are having an error because of a general problem with your
router driver, this utility may be equipped to resolve the problem automatically. Several affected users report that the issue is resolved after running the Bluetooth troubleshooter and applying the recommended fix. If this scenario is true, follow these instructions to run the Bluetooth troubleshooter on your Windows 10 computer: Open the Run One dialog box and press Windows key + R inside the text box,
type 'ms settings:troubleshooting' inside the text box, and press Enter to open the Troubleshooting tab of the Settings app. After managing to enter the Troubleshooting tab, go to Find and fix other issues, then click Bluetooth before clicking Run troubleshooter from the new-look context menu. Wait until the first scan is complete, and if an appropriate repair strategy is discovered, click Apply this hotfix. After
the hotfix is successfully applied, restart your computer and see if your Bluetooth device starts working normally. Run bluetooth troubleshooter If you are still having the same problem or this method is not valid, go to the next possible fix below. Installing the Broadcom Bluetooth driver (Windows 10 only)If you are facing a BCM20702A0 driver error on an HP drive or ultrabook, it is most likely due to a missing
or updated version of the Bluetooth driver. HP laptop models are known for their compatibility issues with a variety of badly known Bluetooth drivers. This is quite common among machines that do not naturally support bluetooth, but insignia 4.0 or equivalent they use a Bluetooth adapter. If this scenario is true, you should be able to resolve the problem by installing the entire driver Bluetooth package from
Broadcom. To do Follow the instructions below:Click this link (here) from your default browser and wait until the download is complete. Then right-click the driver installer executable and choose Run as administrator from the new display context menu. Click Yes to grant administrative privileges in UAC (User Account Control). Run the installer as Administrator After entering broadcom Bluetooth Driver for
the Windows 10 screen, follow the prompts on the screen to start and complete the Bluetooth driver installation. Install the Broadcom bluetooth driver package After the installation is complete, restart it, and then see if the problem is resolved after the next computer startup process is complete. If you still see the same error message, go to the next possible hotfix below. Removing every Bluetooth and USB
ControllerSor couldn't fix the problem, and you made sure it wasn't a permission issue, you're probably dealing with a broken Bluetooth driver or a malfunctioning USB controller (if you're using dongle for Bluetooth). In this case, the best scenario that will allow you to remove the corrupted instance is to remove each Bluetooth driver (and usb controller if you are using dongle) to force your Windows
installation to search for and install new driver equivalents. If you don't know how to do this, follow these instructions: Press Windows key + R to open the Run dialog box. Then type 'devmgmt.msc' and press Enter to open the Run dialog box. Devmgmt.mscNote: If prompted by UAC (User Account Control), click Yes to grant administrative privileges. After entering Device Manager, expand the pop-up menu
associated with Bluetooth and remove each drive in it&gt; right-click. If you use dongles to equip your system with Bluetooth, you must also remove all USB controllers under Universal Serial Bus controllers in each Bluetooth drive removal device. Remove drivers for USB controllersNote: If your computer processes Bluetooth locally, skip this step. Restart your computer to force your operating system to
install missing drivers. Repeat the action that previously caused the error and see if the issue is resolved now. If the same problem is still occurring, go to the next possible fix below. Installing a Repair/Installing Clean If any of the above possible fixes worked for you, it is very likely that the Bluetooth component is actually interested in some kind of basic operating system corruption problem that ends
affecting the Bluetooth component. If this scenario is true, you should be able to resolve this issue by renewing each Windows component. To do this, you can either go to install a repair (repair in place) or a clean installation. Installing a repair should use a slightly more tedious and harmonious setup environment, but the main advantage of this procedure is that it is refreshing it will only touch your operating
system files – your personal media, apps, games and even some user preferences remain intact. A clean installation can be performed without an installation environment, but be prepared for total data loss unless you back up your data in advance. I don't understand what's wrong either. The PC rejects every Broadcom bluetooth driver there, but another driver is filed. So refuses ... Here is your last attempt
to help you except to suggest that you try to reinstall W7 again. I zippered and installed unferdi HP Broadcom driver file which I know is just fine in my skydrive folder and shared the link with you below. Download, open zip and run the installation.exe file. Use the windows unzip program this time from sp73091. ApMb5dJXSS-DggdDoXYwN0FYRE8tetiket. If this does not work, then if you decide to reinstall
W7, you can ... If your version of W7 is not sp1, upgrade to sp1 before installing any drivers. You can download the following sp1 standalon file. install the following drivers in this order, and then restart the computer after each installation.1. Intel chipset installation program.2. Graphics driver3. Audio driver4. Ethernet driver.5 wireless drive (you can also use one of the latest I posted). Then you can install the
driver you want in any order you want. Page 2 Hello Paul, yes and no. I followed the instruction without removing the bluetooth software, and the message was that the best software driver was already installed. I took out the bluetooth software and then tried to reinstall the instruction below and have the original instruction, I found the Windows driver software but encountered an error ... As etcit went
bluetooth, it seemed to me some attempt at the remaining parts, but there was still an exclamation point on an unknown device just below it. Then each restart keeps Windows just trying to find a driver for something unknown. If I knew how to look at it, we'd be trying to get all the old broadcom remains down before the reinstall attempt. This Broadcom Bluetooth chipset is usually not installed correctly, or
mainly nothing but the chipset name: BCM20702A0 is not installed because the device manager appears in Windows. Broadcom BCM20702A0 chipset laptops, USB Dongle adapters and much more are used in large quantities. Hopefully the following correct device driver will solve your problems and, as always, back up your system and files before trying to install new drivers. Another thing that will
disable/remove this driver is the Windows update, especially in Windows 10 and late versions. Reinsalling the driver fixes the problem. Below is a general driver for Thinkpad and HP Laptops, including all drivers. Device code 10 code 10 follow the error guide. There are also problems working on these chipset Hackinosh installations, there is one we will add support below. Lenovo device IDs: Extract the
USB\VID_0A5C&amp;PID_21E6&amp;REV_0112 USB\VID_0A5C&amp;PID_21E6 Zip file to your desktop or to a location that you can delete after you install it. Run the files as .exe administrator after they are extracted. 00 00 00
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